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Dear readers,
we want to welcome our new clients Albawings
and Epitech University.
The strong partnership with the support of our
clients and partners has strengthen the concept
of our business park and community.
All of us are focusing now to fulfill the target
of 2017 with our best effort within the next 3
months. In the moment TBP is developing new
projects which will start within 2017.

Stephanie Sieg
General Manager
Tirana Business Park

2017 GOALS
- Strategy Directions

√

- Co.Morning Coffee New Concept

√

- New Clients

√

- Summer Party @ TBP

√

- Implementation of Wayfinding System

√
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We spend around 70% of our waking hours
indoors, mostly in front of our computers, inside of
different closed buildings running our businesses,
conferences, projects or workshops. Having a good
office design is one of the basic needed elements
that will drive your company to success.
TBP office concepts is built to cover all the needs
of each business sector in order to provide the best
place to work, to be productive, to be creative and
comfortable.
Our buildings have natural light combined with
green environment view. There is no noise
pollution as result of the perfect isolation system,
360 ° green concept where you enjoy working – in
green surrounding, inside nature – breathing at
last and having the possibility to enjoy your work
breaks. Those benefits make major difference into
our business community, creating synergy and
dynamism.
Entering inside the office the first impression
comes from the open space design, the separated
work zones which works in harmony, quicker and
closer with no needs of walls or internal phone
calls. European interior fit out and Monitoring
and Evaluation standards at stable rent price. The
offices note flexibility in adaptation of new changes
where you may start with a desk position and move
to your own office inside the park. An office has its
own kitchen zone, ELT room, storage, toilet(s).
Our architects, engineers, technicians and our
management team sit with our clients, they consult
step by step and design their office as per their
needs, free of charge. They are professionally
dedicated to cover and provide always the best
options. We start with basic German standards
to advanced thermo and noise isolated systems,
esthetically designed and well implemented.

CLIENT
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Wayfinding System

Once you arrive @TBP you salute our security
gentlemen atTEC building who provides a 24/h
assistance to all TBP community and visitors.
In the entrance we start with the first signage
table which shows a general information of
274 underground and ground parking spaces,
up to 4 hours free parking and fee payment
after 4 hours.

Inside our park there are placed all the signage
orientation of parking areas, buildings number,
bus station and taxi spots.
The orientation system simplify in a quick way
to get a comfort feeling inside the park and
enjoy the amenity.
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Underground Area

The underground area occupies the majority
of the parking spaces available in each
respective building of Tirana Business Park.
The orientation system for this zone starts
from the entrance of the park and finishes till
the inner side of the buildings.
In the underground level you may follow the
signs which shows our storage area, electrical
room, recycling room and different exit/
entrance accesses.

The way finding system is a project which
continues with the development of the park.
Although the concept is founded!
The building inner orientation continues with
the wall signage, following with entrance and
exit arrows signs, emergency exit plan and
with offices orientation.
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Epitech, the French higher education institution specialized in
Information Technology, opens its
branch in Tirana

tionalization through the opening
in 2017 of Epitech’s subsidiaries
in Barcelona, Berlin, Brussels and
Tirana.

The digital sector is unanimous:
tomorrow’s world will be radically different than ours. Yesterday’s
recipe for success no longer applies to the world today and in light
of this historical break, businesses require different types of work
profiles. Against these changes,
Epitech is inventing a new educational model that brings together
students, school and business.

In Albania, as in these other countries of implementation, Epitech
has an essential role to play in
shaping tomorrow’s innovative
experts in all fields of information
technology with ever more appropriate teaching methods. The
future graduates of Epitech Albania will become major players
in strengthening the potentially
growth-oriented digital sector in
Albania and around the world.

Through the increasingly close
partnership with major industry
players and prestigious institutions of higher education worldwide, Epitech has earned a reputation for excellence among leading
French schools and is recognized
as one of the best Schools to transform a passion for IT into an expertise that leads to jobs with high
potential. It is a member of IONIS
Education Group, France’s leading
private higher education group,
which is intensifying its interna-

In a changing world where knowledge alone is no longer a guarantee of success, Epitech guarantees
success based on an innovative
pedagogical model. 100% of Epitech students are enrolled at the
end of their studies. More than a
simple teaching, Epitech brings
them a sustainable education that
allows them to be the leaders of
the technological revolutions of
today and tomorrow.

Epitech Albania prepares students
for a Bachelor’s degree and then
a Master degree diploma “expert
in information technology”, accredited by the French State. The
courses will be taught in English
and under the same conditions
as in France by teachers of Epitech France who will permanently
guarantee the reputation of pedagogical excellence. French language and values will be appreciated as they should be.
Epitech Albania recruits its students from the Baccalaureat (high
school diploma). Candidates are
selected on motivational interview, English and logic and tests.
It goes without saying that computer passionates with a geek culture are welcome.
The Epitech Albania campus is located within the Tirana Business
Park.

For more information, visit www.epitech.al
TBP CLIENTS’ PRESENTATION
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TENANTS

SOPHY INTERNATIONAL

TOBACCO SHOP
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OFFICE SUPPLY

CO.WORKING TENANTS

STUDIO PICERNO

PARTNERS
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www.tiranabusinesspark.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tirana-business-park
https://www.facebook.com/TiranaBusinessPark
http://vimeo.com/tiranabusinesspark
https://twitter.com/TRBusinessPark
https://instagram.com/tirana_business_park
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